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EXCLUSIONAND POWER:
A TEST OF FOUR THEORIESOF POWER IN EXCHANGENETWORKS*
JOHNSKVORETZ
Universityof South Carolina

DAVIDWILLER
Universityof South Carolina

We evaluate four theories that predict the distribution of power in exchange networks.
All four theories-core theory, equidependence theory, exchange-resistance theory, and
expected value theory-assume actors rationally pursue self-interests. Three of the theories add social psychological assumptions that place the pursuit of self interest in an
interactive context. Predictions of exchange earnings by the four theories are evaluated
against data from eight experimental networks, including types of networks not previously studied. These networks vary conditions that affect the chances that a position can
be excluded from exchange. Wefind that when the theories base predictions on a network position's structural potential for exclusion, exchange-resistance theory provides
the bestfit, but when predictions are based on actual experiences of exclusion, expected
value theory fits best. Our discussion focuses on the distinction between the a priori
potential for exclusion versus experienced exclusion as factors in the genesis of power

T

he problem of power distributionin exchange networks has capturedthe attention of a variety of theorists.The appealof the
problem derives from the combinationof the
formalrepresentationof social structureas network (Wellman and Berkowitz 1992) and
sociology's perennial concern with power. A
growingbody of experimentalstudiesnow permits researchersto test varioustheoreticalformulations. How does location in a network
confer advantageson a person or a corporate
body in their dealings with others? Consider
the promotionprospectsof two senior accountants,Andy and Bob. Because Andy's work involves accountsat variousregionaloffices, his
coworkers typically do not know each other.
Bob, on the other hand, deals with corporate
accounts, so his coworkers typically associate
with each other.Thus, Andy and Bob are surroundedby two very differentnetworksand it
is not obvious thatAndy's networkfavors him
for promotion (Burt 1992). In a second ex*Direct all correspondence to: John Skvoretz,
Sociology, Universityof SouthCarolina,Columbia,
SC 29208. Research was supported by National
Science FoundationGrant No. SES-9010888. Experiments were conducted at the University of
South Carolina's Laboratoryfor Sociological Research with the assistance of Melissa Abboushi,
Gina Finelli, Andy Hemmingsen, Sally Nickles,
Jacek Szmatka, and Pidi Zhang. We appreciatethe
comments on earlier drafts by Michael Lovaglia
and anonymousASR reviewers.

ample, a university departmentsearches for a
chairpersonwho can negotiatewith the college
dean for supportfor the department.The common intuitionthatoutsidersare more desirable
is groundedin a belief that outsiders' network
ties provide alternatives that insiders cannot
match. These ties strengthen the outsider's
hand,giving an outsidermore power to negotiate favorablelevels of support.
The strategicconsiderationsquickly expand
as alternativesdistant in the network impact
on the bargainingpower of the dean and the
leading candidate.Such considerationslead to
the problem of power distribution as it has
been addressed in the network exchange literature.This literatureinvestigates the general
propertiesof networksthat influence the allocation of valued resourcesand focuses on how
alternativepositions remote in the networkaffect earnings from exchange in the network's
ties.
We use experimentsto evaluate four recent
theories that predict power distribution/resource allocation in exchange networks. The
four theories are game-theoreticcore analysis
(Bienenstockand Bonacich 1992), the equidependence principle (Cook and Yamagishi
1992), the expected value model (Friedkin
1992, forthcoming), and network exchangeresistance theory (Markovsky, Willer, and
Patton 1988; Willer, Markovsky, and Patton
1989; Markovsky,Skvoretz, Willer, Lovaglia,
and Erger 1993).
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The key question is which of the four theories best predictsobservedpower distributions.
This evaluationof the theories' relativepredictive powers contributesto a long-standingprocess of theorycompetitionin this researchfield
that is necessary to a field's developmentinto
a theoretic science (Wagnerand Berger 1985;
Lakatos 1970). We are also concernedwith the
theories' absolute predictivepower: How well
does the best fitting theory account for observed power distributionsand how could its
fit be improved? Our investigation uncovers
new understandings about exclusion as a
source of power in networks.
Our evaluation of the four theories is comprehensive-we examine resource distributions in eight different networks. These networks vary along three dimensions:(1) shape,
as defined by the connectionsamongpositions;
(2) numberof exchanges availableto each position; and (3) numberof exchanges per connection. All previous studies have varied the
first dimension; three studies have varied the
second dimension (Brennan1981; Markovsky
et al. 1988; Skvoretz and Willer 1991); and
none has variedthe third.Varyingthe threedimensions allows us to extend the scope of each
theory.
This extension of scope is valuable for two
reasons. First, the applicabilityof theories to
networks outside the laboratoryis improved.
Individualsare seldom limitedto one exchange
per partner,as most previousexperimentshave
assumed. Furthermore,an experimental network that allows multiple exchanges per connection more closely resembles naturallyoccurring exchange structures.1Investigationof
these experimental networks shows how to
modify the principles developed for simple
structuresto applyto the morecomplicatedcircumstances found in naturalsettings. Second,
the extension of scope allows us to examine
further the fundamental distinction between
''strong power" and "weak power" networks
1 Real networks-and the exercise of power in

them-still differ in many ways from these experimental structures.In our view, extension of scope
must continue in a stepwise fashion guided by a
body of theoretical issues -and concerns as formulated in ongoing researchprograms.In thatcontext,
permitting multiple exchanges per connection is a
theoreticallyjustified manipulationof a centralinitial condition of the research programswe evaluate.
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that has recently emerged in the literature
(Markovskyet al. 1993).
Power differencesare measuredby differential earnings per exchange.2 In strong power
networks,earningsfavor the advantagedposition to an extremedegree:The advantagedposition appropriatesabout90 percentor more of
the available resources, leaving 10 percent or
less to the disadvantaged position. In weak
power networks,earnings per exchange favor
the advantagedposition to a moderatedegree:
The advantagedposition typically appropriates
60 to 75 percent of available resources. Why
do networksdiffer so strikinglyin the distribution of power?
Currentthinking suggests that the critical
factor is the potentialfor exclusion associated
with a particularposition in a network structure,i.e., the ways in which exchangesby some
positions can precludeexchanges by other positions. For instance, if each position can exchange only once, the A-B-A network is a
strong power network-B is never excluded
but one A is always left out. If each A offers
increasinglybetterexchanges to B to avoid exclusion, extremedifferencesin resourcedistributionresult. On the otherhand, the four position A-B-B-A network is a weak power network-the Bs are never excluded, but exclusion of one or both of the As is not inevitable.
Each B has only anotherB as an alternativeto
its A and so each A needs only to better the
other B's offer to avoid exclusion. In this network, moderateresource differentiationis expected.
The four theories agree, at least implicitly,
that exclusion determines power. However,
their predictions differ because each theory
makes differentassumptionsabout the effects
of exclusion. Underlying these differences is
the questionof whetherexchangeoutcomes are
determinedby the a prioripotentialfor exclusion or the actual experience of being ex2 We do not evaluate predictions about the relative frequencyof exchanges between particularpositions for three reasons. First, some of the theories
do not make such predictions. Second, some predictions of frequency of exchange are imprecise,
e.g., "few" exchanges are anticipated(Bienenstock
and Bonacich 1993). Third, precise predictionsoften are a priori assumptionsof structuralpotential
thatare not necessarilyintendedto predictobserved
frequenciesof exchange (Markovsky1992; also see
Lovaglia and Skvoretz 1993).
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eluded. We addressthis questionandthus carry other positions) to more complicated graphthe investigationof networkexchangeone step theoretic attributeslike "vulnerability"(Cook
furtherthanprevious studies.
and Emerson 1978; Cook, Gillmore, and
Yamagishi 1986; Willer 1986). The measure
with the widest empiricalsupportis the Graph
FOUR THEORIESOF POWERIN
Index (GPI)of Markovskyet al. (1988).
Power
EXCHANGENETWORKS
The four theories we examine go beyond the
The concept of power has a precise meaningin ordinalpredictionsof these efforts to the more
the literatureon exchange networks.Exchange difficult task of predictingexact earningsfrom
usually is an agreementbetween two actorson exchanges between pairs of positions. All four
the division of a pool of resourcesor "profit" theories assume actors are rational-they atpoints.3Power is indicatedby a division of re- tempt to maximize their payoffs from exsources that significantlyfavors one actorover changes. All but core theory make some addianother:The actor with the largershare is said tional social psychological assumptionsabout
to be exercising power over the actor with the an actor's propensity to agree to particular
smaller share (cf. Cook and Emerson 1978; termsof exchange. Core theory is a "strategic"
Willer 1992). The interpretationthat power is theorybecause it emphasizesthe purely stratebeing exercised is consistentwith the idea that gic determinantsof the termsof exchange. The
actors rationally pursue self-interests and, other three theories are "social psychological"
therefore, would not voluntarily agree to a theoriesbecause, while they do not ignore strategic determinants,they augment them with
small share if a largersharewere possible.
The four theories shareone fundamentalas- social psychologicalconsiderations.(Details of
sumption: Power differentialsbetween actors each theory are presentedin the Appendix.)
are relatedto differencesin actors'positions in
the networkof exchange relations.That is, the Core Theory
determinants of power, as revealed through
"exchange outcomes of power use" (Molm Core theory views exchanges in networks in
1990), are actors' structurallocations rather terms of cooperative N-person game theory.
than their strategic actions.4The key theoreti- Because exchanges provide value to actors, a
cal problem is identifying the structurally set exchange agreementassigns a payoff vecadvantagedpositions in a network,i.e., the po- tor to the set of actors.Vectors that meet three
sitions that will exercise greaterpower in ex- "rationality"conditionsconstitutethe "core"of
the exchange networkqua game. These condichange relations.
Proposalsrange from simple measures(e.g., tions are individual,subgroup(coalition), and
positionsconnectedto manyotherpositionsare group rationality. Individual rationality demore advantagedthan those connected to few mands that each actor's payoff be equal to or
greaterthan the payoff he or she can earn as a
3 This task is formally equivalent to exchange one-membercoalition (which is zero by defiformulated as an Edgeworth box problem (Edge- nition in exchange networks).Coalition ratioworth 1881). In Edgeworth's formulation,both ac- nality requires that the sum of the payoffs to
tors can improve on their "initial"endowment by any subset of actors is equal to or greaterthan
exchanginguntil some point on the "contractcurve"
the sum of payoffs that the subset can obtain
is reached. At that point, any furtherexchange necessitates a decline in one actor's utility and an in- by exchange agreementsonly among its memcrease in the other's. Similarly, in the presenttask, bers. Group rationalityis coalition rationality
both actors gain from any agreementbecause fail- at the networkor complete group level.
The core of an exchange networkqua game
ure to reach agreementresults in no payoff to either
actor. However, any agreementthat gives a larger may contain one, many, or no outcomes, that
share to one person necessarily gives a smaller is, the network may be strategically detershare to the other, as do exchanges along the con- mined, underdetermined,or undetermined.In
tractcurve of the Edgeworthbox.
general, the payoff schedule will favor some
4 Strategic action refers to how subjectsuse their
acIn
potential power advantages.Although strategicac- positions over others.5 most cases, the
tion can affect the use of power, Molm (1990)
showed that strategic action is unrelated to structural advantage.

5 For example, if all positions exchange only
once when dividing a 24-point pool, the simple A1-
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tual payoffs to a particularposition in the core
outcomes can vary widely. In one core outcome, a position may get 100 percent of the
resources while in anothercore outcome, that
position may get 0 percent.As a theory of exchange outcomes,core analysissimplypredicts
thatsome core outcome will occur.Because no
specific social psychological principle is assumed, rationalityconsiderationsalone cannot
always single out a particularoutcome from
this set. This indeterminacymakes comparisons with approachesthat make point predictions difficult.To comparecore theorywith the
other three theories, we follow Skvoretz and
Fararo(1992) and assume that each core outcome is equally likely. Predictionsare the average payoffs to the various positions, calculated over the core outcomes. For exchange
networksthat have no core outcomes (i.e., are
strategically undetermined networks), core
theory makes no prediction, although
Bienenstock and Bonacich (1992) suggested
that exchanges will be concluded but the bargaining will be unstable, "groups . . . should
take longer to arrive at their agreements and
the patternsshould be more variable"(p. 238).

and alter's comparisonlevels, equidependence
depends on the payoffs the two earn from exchange with each other.
An example given by Cook and Yamagishi
(1992) illustratesthe idea. Suppose i andj are
negotiatingover a 24-point pool and i has anotherpartnerwho guaranteesi 10 points, while
j has no otherpartner.If i andj divide the pool
at 13 for i and 11 for j, actor i gets 3 points
more than her next best alternative(10), while
j gets 11 points more thanher comparisonlevel
of 0. Thus,j is more dependenton i than i is on
j and j "will be more willing to give up resources in orderto conclude a successful transaction"(Cook and Yamagishi1992, p. 247). In
this example, equidependence is achieved
when i gets 17 points and j gets 7 points because then i and j make 7 points more than
their next best alternatives.
In networkslargerthan the dyad, this interdependentevaluationprocess goes on simultaneously in each of the network's ties.6
Equidependence theory's basic claim is that
exchangeearningsaredeterminedwhen all ties
in the networkhave achieved equidependence
by appropriateadjustmentof the terms of exchange in each of the network's ties. At this
point, actor i's structuralpower is defined as
EquidependenceTheory
the maximumprofit i can get from any of his
In equidependencetheory,ego evaluatespoten- or her partners.Observed earnings from extial exchanges with a particularalter with two changes are expected to be proportional to
considerationsin mind:How muchego will get structuralpower.
in an exchange with this alter,.andhow much
ego could get in an exchange with some other Expected ValueTheory
partner.The possible payoff from an alternative partneris ego's comparisonlevel for ex- Friedkin's (1986) expected value theory folchanges with a given alter.The difference be- lows from his generalconceptualizationof nettween this level and alter's offer determines work effects. A structuredefines a space of pohow dependentego is on exchanges with alter tentialnetworks,each of which can be realized
for favorable outcomes. Meanwhile, alter is on a particularoccasion. Predictions about a
evaluating exchanges with ego in a similar structure's outcomes are then expected valfashion and thus evaluating his or her depen- ues-outcome values of a particularnetwork
dence on ego for favorable outcomes. When weighted by the probabilityof its occurrence.
ego and alterare equally dependenton theirre- In the present context, a particularexchange
lation for relativelyfavorableoutcomes,the re6 For example, in the simple Al-B-A2 network,
lation is said to be equidependent.Given ego's
B-A2 structurehas a single core outcome, namely,
a payoff of 24 points to B and 0 to each of the As.
Any other payoff assignment, say, 23 to B, 1 to AI
and 0 to A2 violates coalition rationalityfor some
subset, in this case, B and A2 because the sum of
their payoffs is 23 which is less thanthey could obtain by exchanging with each other.

equidependencetheory predictsB gets all 24 points
in an exchange with an A. Each A has no alternative and so has a comparisonlevel of 0. Receiving
0 in an exchange with B makes A's dependenceon
B equal to 0. For B, A2 is an alternativeto Al in
which B receives 24 points. This establishes the
comparison level for the 24 points received from
an exchange with Al, making B's dependence on
AI equal to AI's dependenceon B, namely, 0.
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network constitutes a structure and a maximally complete exchange pattern,i.e., one in
which no furtherexchanges are possible, constitutes one element in the space of potential
networks.7
The basic propertyof interest for each pair
of actors i andj, is whetheractor i's failure to
exchange with actors implies thatactori is excluded from any exchange. Taken over all
maximallycomplete outcomes,this propertythe degree to which actor i is excluded from
any exchange because he or she fails to exchange with actorj-defines the dependency
of i on j. Dependency is the operative social
psychological considerationfor expectedvalue
theory. Ego's aspirationsdepend on ego's dependency on alter:If ego's dependencyon alter is low, ego's aspirations are high, and if
ego's dependency on alter is high, ego's aspirations are low. Calculatingthe dependencies
of actors on one anotherrequires an assumption about the likelihood of a particularmaximally complete exchange pattern. Friedkin's
baseline assumptionis thatall maximallycomplete patterns associated with a network are
equally likely.8
Expected value theory assumes an offermakingfunction thattranslatesa particulardegree of dependency into an offer to alter.The
predicted earnings from exchange are then a
functionof the reciprocaloffers as modifiedby
compromiseswhen the offers are inconsistent.
Unlike equidependencetheory,there is no explicit assumptionthat these predictedterms of
exchange equalize or balanceout, in a psychological sense, the differentialdependenciesof
actors on one another.Nevertheless, differential dependency focuses the aspirationsof actors on a range of terms of exchange that are
sensitive to theirdependencyon one another.
7 In the line network A-B-B-A,

there are two
maximally complete exchange patterns, one in
which two AB exchanges occur and one in which
the two B positions exchange. In the second exchange pattern,even thoughboth A positions do not
exchange, the pattern is maximally complete because the two A positions are not connected and
thus no furtherexchanges can be made.
8 In the A1-B-A2 network,the A1-B and the A2B exchange patternsare equally likely. B's dependency on either A is 0 because B is never excluded,
while each A's dependency on B is .5 because A
fails to exchange with B and so is excluded 50 percent of the time.
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Exchange-ResistanceTheory
Network exchange-resistancetheory assigns a
GraphPowerIndex (GPI)score to each node in
a network. GPI sums "nonintersecting"paths
from a node by addingodd length paths, which
are advantageous,and subtractingeven length
paths, which are disadvantageous.9Relative
GPIscores andthreeaxiomspredictwith whom
a position's occupant will seek to exchange.
Agreementsareassumedto occur only if actors
mutuallyseek to exchange. The originaltheory
made only ordinal predictions of earnings: If
two positions have equal GPI scores, an equal
division of pointsis expected,whereasif i has a
higherGPI score thanj, i is expected to receive
a largershare.Subsequentwork (Markovskyet
al. 1993) identified GPIj > GPI1jas leading to
strongpower differences-extreme differentiation in earnings-and extended the theory to
predict "weak power" differences-moderate
differences in earnings-in networksin which
structurallydissimilarpositions have the same
GPI score. Weak power occurs when the pattern of exchange-seekingdifferentiallyaffects
a node's likelihood of being included in an exchange.This extensionof the theoryis also limited to ordinalpredictions.
To make this approach comparable to the
other three theories, we propose a parsimonious model that unites the strong power and
weak power analyses.To producepoint predictions, we blend the exchange-seekingassumptions of GPI analysis with an actor's resistance
to a particular set of terms of exchange
(Heckathorn1980; Willer 1981).10An actor's
resistance to a set of terms declines as these
terms become increasinglyfavorable (see Appendix). In our unified model, the exchange9 Odd length indicates advantage because it
means a node has alternativesor a partner'salternatives also have alternativesto one's partnerand
so on. Even length indicates disadvantagebecause
it means a node has one or more rivals for the attention of a partner.
10 Recent work has used resistance concepts
(Lovaglia, Skvoretz,Willer, and Markovsky 1993).
However, that work is not comparableto the other
three theories because it was developed to predict
weak power "equilibrium"rates only. Resistance in
our analysis provides a "baseline" model chosen
more with an eye toward simplicity of calculation
and comprehensivenessof coverage than precise fit
to a subset of exchange networks.
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seeking activity implied by GPI analysis and
its extension modify resistancesuch thata high
probabilityof exclusion lowers resistanceto a
particular set of terms. GPI calculations are
necessary to apply this model-the relative
scores determinethe patternof exchange-seeking activity and the resultinglikelihood of exclusion. However,resistanceis the relevantsocial psychological considerationfor actorsthat
makes point predictionspossible. Actors make,
accept, or rejectoffers basedon theirresistance
to the proposed terms of exchange and converge on a set of terms to which both parties
are equally resistant. This point of "equiresistance"exists and is uniquely specified for
all connected pairs in a network.11
Summary
The theories of equidependence, expected
value, and exchange-resistanceare social psychological theoriesbecause they assume actors
are guided by more than simple rationalityin
theirnegotiationswith a particularalter.Actors
are assumedto be sensitive to theiralternatives
(or lack thereof)and thus to the possibilitythey
can "exit" from a particular relationship.
Equidependencetheory emphasizesthe payoff
from exit (the comparison level); expected
value theoryhighlightsthe opportunitiesto exit
without incurringcosts (the probabilisticconcept of dependency);and exchange-resistance
theory combines both considerationsthrougha
resistance function that is modified by an
actor's probability of being excluded. These
assumptionsenable the theoriesto "solve"network structuresthatcore theory,which is based
solely on the assumption of rational actors,
leaves strategicallyunderdeterminedor undetermined.
METHODSAND EXPERIMENTAL
NETWORKS
Subjects are undergraduatesat a large university who participatedfor pay. All subjects received generalinformationon the natureof the
experiments,in particular,that the aim was to
study the effects of networkstructureon negoI

In the A1-B-A2 network, the exchange-seeking activity as determinedby positions' relativeGPI
scores implies that B's probability of being included is 1.00 while A's is .5. In the unified model,
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tiation.They were told thateach resource-pool
consisted of 24 points, how each profit point
would be translatedinto money, and how exchanges were to be made. Subjects negotiated
throughExNet, a system of networkedPCs, in
a "full information"design. The experimental
networkwas displayed at each subject station
and the screen displayed and continually updatedthe statusof all offers and completedexchanges. Before the experiment,subjects were
shown how to read the screen and how to
make, accept, or reject and confirm offers. A
short trainingsession tested their understanding of these directions,followed by a practice
session in which subjectsnegotiatedwith simulated others.The practiceroundsused a different networkthanthe experimentalnetworkand
the randomly generated actions of the simulated actorswere purposelyunrealisticto avoid
cuing effects.
Each experimentalrun was divided into periods and rounds with periods. Each run of a
particularnetwork involved a different group
of subjects.The run typically had as many periods as positions in the network.Each period
was divided into four rounds. Each round had
a five-minute time limit on negotiations.Subjects changedlocationsin the networkbetween
periods in a mannerdesigned to permitthe estimation of the effects of particular subject
pairs.At the end of each round, subjects were
told their earningsin thatround.At the end of
the experimental run, subjects were paid an
amountbased on the points they earned. Subjects earnedan averageof $10.00.
The eight experimental networks are diagrammedin Figure 1 and identified by simplified labels. The numberof circles arounda position indicates the number of exchanges the
position can make per round. The number of
lines connectingpositionsindicatesthe number
of exchangesper roundthatcan occur between
the pair. Six networks are "unique-exchange"
regimesbecause,as indicatedby the single lines
between nodes, only one exchangeper connection is allowed per round. In these networks,
positions that can make N > 1 exchanges per
roundmust make them with N others.
an 18/6 exchange favoring B is one for which B's
resistance is low at .25 but still greaterthan A's at
.177. The point of equiresistanceis a 19.6/4.4 division, at which point the resistances of A and B are
equal at .183.
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Unique-Exchange Networks

I

Line4

Branch3l

Kite

Stem

(i)

~~~~~~~~~~~I

_

DBranch2

()

(A)
TB3

Nonunique-Exchange

Networks

NBranch2

NT2
Figure 1. Experimental Networks Used in the Analysis

Two networks are nonunique-exchangeregimes. In NBranch2, A and B can make two
exchangesperroundandC can makeone, while
A and B can exchange with each other twice
per round.In NT2, all positions can make two
exchanges per roundandall pairscan exchange
with each other twice per round. In these networks, negotiations for a pair's second exchange begin after the first exchange is completed; pairs cannot simultaneously negotiate
the terms of the first and second exchanges.12
12 Several considerationsmotivatedthe choice of

networks. Four of the networks are of long-standing interest.The Branch31 and Line4 structuresare

In all networks,actorsconnectedto severalothers can negotiatesimultaneouslywith each partner.The derivationof predictionsfrom each of
the four theories is straightforward for the
unique-exchange networks, whereas each
theorymustbe extendedto cover the nonunique
networks (details are presented in the Appendix).
To compare predictions with observations
we estimated the effects of network position
among the simplest of the strong power and weak
power networks, respectively; Stem and Kite are
controversialweak power networks(Yamagishi and
Cook 1990; Markovsky, Willer, and Patton 1990).
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from the observed points earnedby exchange.
Because particularagreements could involve
the same pair of subjects, point earnings are
analyzed as a variantof a repeatedmeasures,
correlatedobservationsproblem(Skvoretzand
Willer 1991; Winer 1962). The units of observation areparticularsubjectpairsthatcan complete a series of exchanges. A particularpair
can contributemore than one exchange agreement to the total set of observations.A constrained regression technique is used to estimate the effects of networkpositionand,where
possible, the effects of particularsubject pairings. The analyticalprocedureis a variantof a
procedureused in previous research(Skvoretz
and Willer 1991; Markovskyet al. 1993).
In the original procedure, Yi refers to the
numberof points earnedby one memberof the
pair that completes the ith agreement. The
earnings of the same subject in a pair must be
used to code all agreementsmade by thatpair.
We index subjectsby numeralsso that Yirefers
to the earnings of the subject with the higher
index numberin the pairmakingthe ith agreement. For each pair that could complete an
agreement, there is a 0/1 variable denoted
V(x,y). For the ith agreement,V(x,y)= 1 if that
agreementis between subjectsx andy and otherwise, V(x,y)= 0. Foreach structurallydistinct
exchange relation involving structurallydistinct positions, thereis an indicatorvariableZk.
For the ith agreement,Zk = 1 if the subjectwith
the higherindex value occupies the advantaged
position; Zk = -1 if he or she occupies the disadvantagedposition;andZk= 0 otherwise(i.e.,
when the ith agreementis between persons not
in the kth structurallydistinct exchange relation). The choice of which position is
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advantagedis arbitrarybut must remain constantover the coding of agreements.(If a position initiallycoded as advantagedis in fact disadvantaged,then the effect of Zk will be negative.) Structurallydistinctpositions aredenoted
in Figure 1 by differentletters, and thus structurallydistinctexchangerelationsmust involve
differentpairs of letters. The basic estimation
equationis:

Y= 12 +X,

7(x,

y) +X

kZk + E,

(1)

in which a linear relation is assumed between
the various independentvariables and the exchange earnings.
The parameter 7US,representsthe effect of
the individualpair of subjectx with subjecty;
the parameterSk representsthe effect of structuralposition in the kth structurallydistinctexchange relation.The interceptis constrainedto
the baseline earningsof 12 points. This allows
subject pair effects and position effects to be
interpretedas additionsto or subtractionsfrom
the even split of 12/12. In certain cases (e.g.,
when few exchanges occur between particular
positions),it may not be possible to disentangle
the effects of network position from the subject pair effects. In such cases, simple means
are reported.
We used a variationon this procedurethat
calculates, for each subjectpair,the mean values of Yfor each combinationof structuralconditions indexed by the Zk variables. We then
estimated a constrained regression equation
weighting each data point by the number of
agreements that entered into its calculation.
This proceduregives the same estimatesof the
structuralparameterSk, but yields largerstandard errorsfor these estimates.13Larger stanThe remaining four networks extend the scope of darderrorsare appropriateat this early stage of
research in two ways: (1) they allow variation in theoreticalpredictionsof exact earnings from
the numberof exchanges a position can make, and
exchange wherethe dangerlies more in prema(2) they introducenetworksthat allow multiple exchanges per roundbetween connectedpairs.The T- ture rejectionof valuable ideas than in the acshaped networks have played an importantrole in ceptanceof an incorrecthypothesis.
the history of networkexchange research,motivating both theoretical and empiricalwork (see Cook,
Emerson, Gillmore, and Yamagishi 1983; Willer
1986; Cook et al. 1986). The NBranch2structureis
the simplest nonuniquenetworkthathas no uniqueexchange counterpart.Finally, the DBranch2structure is the first multiple-exchangenetworkto be researched that should exhibit the effects of weak
power. Previous investigations of this effect
(Markovsky et al. 1993) have been limited to the
Kite and Stem unique networks.

RESULTS
Table 1 lists the number and types of exchanges observed in each experimental net13 The standard
errorsincreasebecausewe are
throwingoutdegreesof freedomidentifiedwiththe
on a singlepairin a particumultipleobservations
larcombination
of structural
conditions.
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Table 1. Number and Types of Exchanges by Network Structure
Network

Number of
Periods

Numberof
Groups

Branch3l

4

5

80

Line4

4

5

134

120 AB, 14 BB

Stem

4

4

116

53 AB, 8 AC, 55 CC

Kite

5

4

158

47 AB, 111 AA

DBranch2

6

5

423

410 AB, 13 BB

TB3

5

4

218

140 AB, 34 BC, 44 CD

NBranch2

6

4

236

143 AB, 93 BC

NT2

5

4

307

155 AB, 4 BC, 148 CD

work. Each group was composed of subjects
who had prior experience negotiating with
other subjects (ratherthan simulatedactors) in
other networkstructures.14
Table 2 comparespredictionsfrom the four
theories with observations.The generalpattern
of experimentalresults is consistent with previous research.Power advantageis extreme in
strong power relations, such as the A-B relation in the Branch31 network. Only a modest
advantage is found in the weak power networks-Line4, Stem, Kite, and DBranch2.
Changing B's permittednumberof exchanges
from one to three in TB3 changes the relative
advantageof all positions in a way anticipated
by Markovskyet al. (1988) for a seven-person
network. The NT2 network behaves much as
did the simple T network also studied by
Markovskyet al. (1988). Finally, althoughthe
results for NBranch2have no precedentin the
literature,the general intuition that B has an
advantagein both relationsis confirmed.
The exchange-resistancemodel is the best
fitting model-it has the smallest mean deviation from estimated advantage, 1.37 points,
when deviations are weighted by the number
of exchanges. Equidependenceis the betterof
the two remaining social psychological theories with an average deviation of 2.66 points.
Expected value theory has an average deviation over 3 points. The place of core theorydepends on the value assigned to its "no rate"
cells. If core theory is penalized by assigning

Numberof
Exchanges

Type of Exchange
80 AB

these cells a score of 0, it has the second worst
fit (2.88 points); but if these cells are assigned
a score of 12, it is second best at 2.40 points. If
we considerthe numberof predictionsthat fall
within two standarderrorsof the estimatedadvantage, core theory fits worst (regardless of
how empty cells are handled)-only one of its
11 predictionsfalls in this range. Exchange-resistance theory has five of 14 predictions
within this range, equidependencetheory has
four,and expected value theoryhas three.That
core theory fits least well is not surprising-it
makes fewer assumptionsthan the other three.
That exchange-resistance theory fits best is
also, perhaps, to be expected because it uses
exit costs and opportunitiesto make its predictions, whereasthe othertwo social psychological theoriesuse only one of these factors.
Although exchange-resistance theory fits
best of the four theories, nine of its 14 predictions are outside two standarderrorsof the estimated advantage.Because there is room for
improvement,we propose some variantsof the
presentmodels. These variantsexplore the idea
that better fits can be obtained by taking into
accountthe actualfrequenciesof exclusion experiencedby actors.
REFORMULATIONOF THE THEORIES

We dropcore theoryfrom furtherconsideration
and focus on the threetheories thatemploy social psychological principles because they
make explicit point predictions for all networks.The threetheoriesemphasizethe impor14 Time and budget constraints necessitated using subjects in more than one network.Overall, 97 tance of exclusion and its consequences in the
different individuals were used in the 35 different determination of earnings from exchange.
However, there are two different paths by
experimentalgroups listed in Table 1.
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Table 2. Points Earnedby AdvantagedPositions by Network Relation: Predictions From Four Theories Versus Estimates From Experiments
Theory (PredictedPoints)
Network

Network
Relationc

Core

Branch3l

B/A

24.0

24.0

21.2*

22.0*

80

21.63
(.49)

Line4

B/A

16.0

16.0

16.0

21.1

120

14.05
(.40)

Stem

B/A

20.1

18.0

18.3

22.0

53

B/C

a

14.4*

15.2*

19.5*

8

15.29
(.82)
16.49
(2.64)

Kite

B/A

a

12.0

12.5

12.0

47

14.05
(.77)

DBranch2

B/A

16.8

16.0*

14.6

20.2

410

15.50
(.41)

TB3

B/A

12.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

140

C/B

24.0

24.0

21.8

21.1

34

13.53
(.45)
17.88

C/D

24.0

24.0

16.0*

21.1

44

17.72
(.93)

B/A

18.0

24.0

17.9

18.3

143

B/C

24.0

24.0

16.0

21.1

93

16.12
(.53)
17.76
(.67)

B/A

24.0

24.0

19.6

21.8

155

B/C

a

16.0*

12.0*

12.0*

12.0*

12.0*

17.4

EquiExchangedependence Resistance

Expected
Value

Number of
Exchanges

Estimated
Points (SE)

(1.01)b

NBranch2

NT2

4

20.67
(.49)
16.50
(2.40)b

C/D

12.0*

148

12.86
(.70)

Weighted average absolute
2.40
2.66
3.54
1.37
deviation from estimated
(2.88)
*
The null hypothesis that the estimated points equal the predictedpoints cannot be rejected at the .05 level.
a No prediction because the network has no core outcome (e.g., Kite) or no exchange is possible between the two
positions. To compute the deviation, a value of 12 or (0) is assigned to these cells.
b Simple estimate from mean values; all other estimates control for the effects of
particularsubject pairs.
c First position is the advantagedposition.
d

Weights are the numberof exchanges.

which network structurecan affect exchange
earningsdifferentialsthroughexclusion.
In one path, earnings differentials are pro-

make demands, and terms of exchange come
to favorthe Bs even if no exclusion occurs. Because differential power is a consequence of
duced by the built-in potential for exclusion,
possibilities of the network structure,it is inwhich varies among networkpositions. For ex- dependent of actual exclusion. Therefore, a
ample, in the Line4 network,the Bs, confident priori probabilities of exclusion are the best
of never being excluded, bargainharderthan predictors of positions' earnings from exthe As who recognize the risk of demanding changes. This model is most compatible with
too much. Thus, As make concessions, Bs an actor who rationallyinfers consequences, a

EXCLUSIONAND POWER
"forward-looking actor" in Macy's (1990)
terms.
In a second path,earningsdifferentialsresult
because actors who are excluded adjust their
offers upward while actors who are consistently included adjust their offers downward.
Here concessions and demandsare both direct
consequences of actual events. In the Line4
network, Bs are never excluded and thus they
never make concessions, but the As are excluded, and when they are excluded they make
betteroffers to the Bs. As a result,the termsof
exchange between an A and a B will favor the
B position. Because differentialpower is a consequence of actually being excluded or included, its best predictorsare the observedfrequencies. This model is most compatiblewith
an actor who rationallyadjuststo past experience, a "backward-looking"actor in Macy's
(1990) terms.
The previous section examinedthe networkspecific "exclusion potential" version of the
three social psychological theories. The exchange-resistanceand expected value theories
clearly base their predictionson assumptions
about a priori probabilities. Exchange-resistance theory uses the probabilitiesof being included to modify the resistance function; expected value theory uses the exclusion probabilities to calculate dependency scores. In
equidependence theory, the relevant a priori
assumptionis the settingof an actor'scomparison level, i.e., actors face an.a priori dichotomous probabilityof being excludedof 0 (if they
have alternatives)or 1 (if they have no alternatives).
We now considerthe "actualexclusion"version of these theoriesto predictpowerdifferentials producedby differentnetworkstructures.
If the potential for exclusion causes power,the
theories will predict best when using a priori
probabilities.If actual exclusion causes power,
the theories will predict best when using observed frequenciesof exclusion. If both factors
cause power, then each theory's predictions
may or may not be improved depending on
which mechanismis implicitin the theory.Using observedfrequenciesof exclusion will give
differentpredictionsif they (or relatedquantities) differ from their correspondinga priori
values. Table 3 presents, for exchange-resistance theory, observed and a priori probabilities of being included;Table4 presents,for expected value theory,observed and a prioride-
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Table 3. Potential and Observed Probabilities of Being
Included by Position in the Network: Exchange-ResistanceTheory

Network

Position in
Network

Probabilityof Being Included
Potential
Observed

Branch3l

A
B

.333
1.000

.333
1.000

Line4

A
B

.750
1.000

.750
.925

Stem

A
B
C

.600
1.000
.800

.828
.923
.922

Kite

A
B

.795
.821

.841
.588

A
B
A
B (in A/B)
B (in B/C)
C
D

.833
1.000
1.000
1.000
.250
1.000
.750

.872
.908
.875
.875
.400
.975
.575

NBranch2

A
B
C

.625
1.000
.750

.578
.938
.719

NT2

A
B
C
D

.500
1.000
1.000
1.000

.484
.994
.950
.925

DBranch2
TB3

pendencyscores. Forbothtables, observedvalues can differ substantiallyfrom a prioricalculations. Clearly,for positions thathave alternatives, the probabilityof exchange with one of
these alternativesis almostnever 1-the a priori
assumptionof equidependencetheory.
Predictionsfrom the structuralpotential for
exclusion version of exchange-resistanceand
expected value theories are easily modified to
take observed frequencies into account. Because both have termsthatreferto relative frequencies of various events relatedto observed
exclusions, we simply substitutethe observed
values -for the a priori values.15 Predictions
from equidependencetheory are modified by
weighting what ego would receive from any
alternativeby the observed relative frequency
15 Friedkin
(forthcoming) recommends exactly
this procedure for applications of expected value
theory when the informationon relativefrequencies
is available.
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Table 4. Potential and Observed Dependency Scores by
Network Relation: Expected Value Theory

but two more predictions(for a total of seven)
are within two standarderrorsof the estimated
advantage. For equidependence theory, imDependency Score
provementis made on both counts-five rather
Potential
Network
Relation
Observed
than four of the 14 predictionsare within two
standarderrorsof the estimatedadvantageand
AB
Branch3l
.667
.667
the average deviation decreases from 2.66 to
BA
.000
.000
2.38 points. The expected value model shows
AB
Line4
.500
.250
striking improvement:The average deviation
BA
.000
.075
decreasesdramaticallyfrom 3.54 to 1.36 points
AB
Stem
.667
.172
and nine of its 14 predictions fall within two
BA
.000
.047
standard errors of the estimated advantage.
.333
BC
.078
These results suggest that:(1) exchange-resisCB
.000
tance theory emphasizes the structuralpoten.047
tial for exclusion as a cause of power; (2) exKite
AB
.200
.159
pected
value theory emphasizes experienced
BA
.200
.412
exclusion; and (3) equidependencetheory uses
DBranch2
AB
.146
.400
both the structuralpotential for exclusion and
BA
.000
.092
experiencedexclusion. The generalconclusion
is that both forms of exclusion can produce
AB
.125
TB3
.000
power
differentials.
BA
.000
.083
This conclusion is supportedby the data in
BC
.500
.200
Table5, which show thatall threetheorieshave
CB
.000
.025
difficulty accounting for earnings advantages
CD
.000
.025
in the weak power networks (Line4, Kite,
.425
DC
.500
DBranch2 and, to a lesser degree, Stem). In
AB
.250
.422
NBranch2
these networks, no position is systematically
BA
.000
.063
excludedfromexchange.17 As expected, the es.000
BC
.005
timated advantagesare relatively modest, but
.281
CB
.500
even so the "experienced exclusion" models
consistentlypredict less advantagethan is obNT2
AB
.600
.513
served-13 out of 15 predictions.Further,for
BA
.000
.006
the Kite network,all three"experiencedexcluBC
.000
.006
sion" models predict, contraryto observation,
.000
.050
CBthat
the B position is at a disadvantagein exCD
.000
.050
with the As. This pattern of
changes
.200
DC
.075
underprediction and misprediction suggests
that advantage in weak power networks is
that the particularalter exchanges with ego.16 sensitive to differencesin positions'potentials
for being excluded and thatexperiencedexcluTable 5 presentsthese modified predictions.
The effect of using actualfrequenciesof ex- sion is not necessary to produce such advanclusion varies substantially among theories. tage.
For exchange-resistance theory, the average
deviation increases from 1.37 to 1.88 points, CONCLUSION
16 This modification follows an unpublished
analysis proposed by Yamagishi (1993) that provides an algorithm for calculating equidependence
predictions.The algorithmintroducesa prioriprobabilities into the determinationof an actor's comparison level and abandonsthe assumptionthat an
ego and ego's next best alternativeare sure to exchange. Our analysis uses observed frequencies in
a way generally consistent with Yamagishi's algorithm.

We evaluatedfourrecenttheoriesof power distributionin exchangenetworks,one purelystrategic theory and three social psychological
theories.We examinedeight differentnetworks
17 These networks contrastsharply with a strong
power network like Branch31 in which two of the
three A positions are systematically excluded on
each round.
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Table 5. Points Earnedby Advantaged Positions by Network Relation: Predictions From Three Modifed Theories
Versus Estimates From Experiments
Theory (PredictedPoints)
Network

Network
Relationb

Equidependence

ExchangeResistance

Expected
Value

Numberof
Exchanges

Estimated
Points (SE)

Branch3l

B/A

24.0

21.2*

22.0*

80

21.63
(.49)

Line4

B/A

13.0

15.0

15.8

120

14.05
(.40)

Stem

B/A

12.5

14.1*

15.2*

53

B/C

12.6*

12.5*

12.9*

8

15.29
(.82)
16.49
(2.64)

Kite

B/A

8.1

7.2

10.1

47

14.05
(.77)

DBranch2

B/A

12.3

12.6

13.4

410

15.50
(.41)

TB3

B/A

12.0

12.0

13.1*

140

13.53
(.45)

C/B

18.9*

20.5

16.5*

34

17.88

C/D

13.8

18.4*

19.6

44

17.72
(.93)

B/A

19.1

18.0

18.5

143

B/C

14.2

15.7

18.5*

93

16.12
(.53)
17.76
(.67)

B/A

19.8*

19.7*

21.0*

155

B/C

16.9*

12.7*

13.5*

4

C/D

12.1*

12.4*

12.7*

148

Weighted average absolute
deviation from estimated

2.38

1.88

1.36

(1.01)a

NBranch2

NT2

*

20.67
(.49)
16.50
(2.40)a
12.86
(.70)

The null hypothesis that the estimated points equal the predictedpoints cannot be rejected at the .05 level.

a Simple estimate from mean values; all other estimates control for the effects of particularsubject pairs.
b

First position listed is advantagedposition.
c Deviations are weighted by the numberof exchanges.

and tested two different versions of the three
social psychological theories, a "structuralpotential for exclusion" version and an "experienced exclusion" version. The best theory is
exchange-resistance theory when predictions
are based solely on structurallydeterminedpotentials for exclusion, i.e., on a priori calculations of differentialprobabilitiesof exclusion
(and relatedquantities)faced by differentpositions in a network.When predictionsuse observedinstancesof exclusion (andrelatedquan-

tities), expected value theoryis the best theory.
Further,expected value theory is the only social psychological theory whose fit is substantially improvedby taking into account the observed frequencies of exclusion. Our conclusion highlights (1) the role played by differential chancesof exclusionin the genesis of power
differentials;(2) the significanceof weakpower
networksfor furtherresearchon power distributionin exchangenetworks;and, (3) information availabilityas a catalytic agent in the pro-
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cess by which a network's structuralpotential
for exclusion impacts on exchange outcomes.
Our study strongly suggests that power distribution in exchange networks is sensitive
both to the potential for exclusion and to actual exclusion. Generally,actors who are less
often excluded earn more from exchange and,
hence, exercise power in negotiationswith actors who are more often excluded. But the influence of differences in the structuralpotential for exclusion cannot be ruledout: In weak
power networks,differencesin the potentialfor
exclusion augmentthe differentiationin power
derived from actual exclusion. In one exceptional case-the Kite network-the structural
potential for exclusion overrides the effect of
differences in experienced exclusion. Even
thoughthe centralactorB is excludedfrom exchange more than twice as often as the peripheral A actors (41 percentversus 16 percent),B
nevertheless earns moderatelymore points in
exchange with actors in the A positions (14.05
versus 9.95 points).
Of course, this interpretationassumes that
the structuralpotentialfor exclusion favors B.
In fact, only exchange-resistancetheory suggests thatA has a slightly greaterpotentialfor
exclusion than B and so provides a basis for
B's greaterearnings. (However, its prediction
based on this difference in structuralpotential
underestimates B's advantage.) Fortunately,
other general theoreticalargumentscan be applied to this anomaly.Burt's (1992) concept of
"structuralholes" adds theoretical grounding
for the expectation that a structuralpotential
can override actual events in theirjoint determination of exchange outcomes. In the Kite
network,Burt would argue,B's advantagederives from the fact thatthereare four structural
holes in B's primarynetwork (of six possible
holes) while each A's primarynetworkhas no
structuralholes. The total constrainton the B
position is substantiallyless than thaton the A
position (.56 versus .78), andthe constraintthat
a particularA places on the B position is much
less than the B position places on thatA position (.14 versus .39). Therefore, following
Burt, A's demands on B would be more negotiable from B's perspective than B's demands
on A would be fromA's perspective.Therefore,
B's greaterearningsfrom exchanges with an A
are no surprise.
In general, the four theories do less well in
accounting for power differentials in weak
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power networks than in strong power networks. Before the discovery of weak power,
only two power conditions were recognized:
Either there were power differentials-now
termed strong-and earnings from exchange
dramatically favored high power actors, or
power was equal and so were earnings.Predictions were evaluatedsimply by testing whether
earningsdifferedfrom the baseline of equal division. Furthermore,in strong or equal power
networks,potentialexclusion and actualexclusion could not be disentangled.In strongpower
networks, low power actors were potentially
excludable and necessarily were excluded. In
equipower networks (e.g., an isolated dyad),
neitheractorcould exclude the partnerwithout
cost and so no exclusion occurred. Because
earnings of actors in advantagedpositions in
weak power networks fall between these extremes and are differentin differentnetworks,
weak power networks place greater demands
on theory and theories must now supply point
predictions. More important,however, unlike
othertypes of networks,weak power networks
permita decoupling of the structuralpotential
for exclusion from actualfrequenciesof exclusion. These networksenable researchersto investigatethe conditionsunderwhich one or the
otheror both of these mechanismsaccount for
exchange rate differentials.
Finally, future research should use weak
power networks to systematically explore the
relationshipbetween informationand the developmentof power. None of the four theories
qualifies its predictions by considering informationconditions.Yet theoristshave long suspected that informationavailableto actors can
influencepower differentials.For example, actors need more complete informationto act on
structuralpotentials for exclusion than on actual exclusions. Although our results suggest
that either mechanismcan producepower, our
experimentswere conducted in an open informationcontext in which actorsknew how their
positionswere connectedin the largernetwork.
With this information,subjects could make a
cognitive assessmentof theirchances of exclusion and calibrate their behavior accordingly.
However,we have no evidence thatthey make
such assessments or that the effect of a structural potential for exclusion requires such assessments.Perhapsothermechanismsunderlie
the effects of a structuralpotential for exclusion on power distributionin information-poor
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environments or in information-richenvironments with unobservant subjects. Certainly,
exploration of the role of informationshould
be conducted using weak power networks as
they alone allow the structuralpotentialfor exclusion to be decoupled from actual instances
of exclusion and thus permitsystematicexamination of the catalytic effect of information.

three rationality conditions. B's strong advantage
derives from its strategic location with respect to
subset values-B must be included in any subset
for the subset to have a positive value. This is not
true for any A position. The B positions are advantaged in Line4 in a more subtle way. Because the B
positions are connected, any core outcome must
have payoffs to the B positions that total 24 points
or more. Because the A positions are not connected, their point total can be less than 24. B's advanJOHN SKVORETZis Professor and Chair of the Detage in Line4 derives from its strategiclocation with
partment of Sociology at the University of South
respect to coalition rationality-it has a nonzero alCarolina. His research interests include formal
models of social networks, action structures, and ternativeto its coalition with A. However, the advantage is not as extreme as in Branch31 because
small-group and organizationalprocesses.
the grouprationalitycondition ensures that the core
DAVIDWILLERis Professor of Sociology, University outcomes give nonzero payoffs to the A positions.
of South Carolina. His work contributesto extendThe core outcomes for each of the unique-exing andformalizing ElementaryTheory.The theory change networks are defined by a set of inequaliseeks to establish relations between structure qnd ties that payoff vectors for core outcomes must satactivity and test those relations experimentally.Re- isfy. Bienenstock and Bonacich (1992) specified
cent publications test predictions for strong and the
inequalities for the first four experimentalnetweak poser structures. He is currently completing
works. For DBranch2, the relevant inequalities are
research applying the theory to processes of power
B1 + B2 ?24; Al + B1 + A2 ?48; A3+ B2+ A4 ?48;
centralization in early modernstates.
Ai+B1 + B2>48 fori= 1,2,3,4; Al + B1 + B2+ Ai
? 72 and A2 + B + B2 + Ai> 72 for i = 3,4. There

APPENDIX

Core Theory
To identify the core in a network, each subset of
positions is assigneda value based on the totalnumber of exchanges possible in the subset and the size
of the pool to be divided (typically 24 points). This
mapping from a subset of positions to its value is
called the characteristicfunction of the exchange
network qua game. For instance, in the Branch31
network,any {Ai,B,Aj} triplehas the same value as
an {Ai,B } pair, namely 24, because in both cases B
can divide a 24-point pool with only one of the As.
In the Line4 network, the complete set of actors
{A,B,B,A } has a value of 48 because two exchanges are possible within the set of four actors (two
AB exchanges) and each exchange is worth 24
points. Once the characteristicfunction is defined,
core payoff assignments are those assignmentsthat
meet the three rationalityconditions. For instance,
the Branch31 outcome in which B gets 22 points,
Al gets 2 points and A2 and A3 get 0 points is not a
core outcome because the sum of B's payoff and
A2's payoff is less than 24, the value of the {A2,B}
subset. In the Line4 network,the outcome in which
the B's divide the pool evenly at 12/12 and the A's
receive 0 is not a core outcome because the total
payoff to each {A,B} subset coalition is less than
its value of 24.
Branch3I's one core outcome occurs when B receives all 24 points and the As receive 0 points.
This is the only payoff assignmentthat satisfies the

are 70,525 core outcomes that satisfy these inequalities-each A receives an averagepayoff of 7.2 and
each B receives 16.8 points in an exchange with A.
The TB3 network has 625 core outcomes because
each A's payoff can vary from 0 to 24, determining
B's payoff between 0 and 48, while C's payoff is
fixed at 24 and D's at 0.
In the nonunique-exchangenetworks, our extension of Bienenstock and Bonacich's work assumes
that the sequential aspect of the exchange protocol
can be ignored. This means that a pair that can negotiate two 24-point deals per roundis treatedas if
it is negotiating only one deal worth 48 points. For
the NBranch2 network, the inequalities that define
the core are:A + B ? 48 and B + C ? 24. B's average earnings are 36 points, A's 12 points, and C
earnsnothing. For the NT2 network,the 1,875 core
outcomes are those in which A, = A2 = 0, B = 48
and C + D = 48, so C and D each average 12 points.

EquidependenceTheory
Actor i's profit in an exchange with actorj, denoted Rij,is.i's agreed share of the resource pool. Actor i's dependence on actor j, Dij, is the difference
between the profit i gets in an i-j exchange and the
quantityAijwhich is the profit i gets from his or her
mth best alternativewhere m is the number of exchanges i is allowed. If i has only one exchange,
then Aijcan be defined by the equation:
Al,=

maxky

{ Rik} *

(A-1)

The equidependence principle states that exchange earnings are determined by the point at
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which the dependence of i on j equals the dependence of j on i throughoutthe network, i.e., where
Dij = Dji for all connected pairs i and j. For the six
unique-exchange networks, the equidependence
point is easy to calculate using the basic algorithm
described in Cook and Yamagishi (1992). The algorithmbegins with each pool divided equally, calculates the Aij values, then adjusts the Rij values,
then recalculates the Aij values and adjusts the Rj
values and so on until they converge. For instance,
for the Line4 network, the algorithm converges
in 20 step to the solution RA1B1=RA2B2 = 8,
RBIA1= RB2A2 = 16, and RB1B2= RB2B, = 8 in which
A has structuralpower 8 and B has structuralpower 16.a
In nonunique-exchangenetworks,unlike uniqueexchange networks, some alternativeexchanges are
exchanges with the same partner.The question is
whether such alternativesshould be used in determining the comparison level for a particularexchange with that partner.The answermust be "no,"
otherwise actors could bid against themselves. The
problem only arises when an actor's connection to
anothercould have more exchanges per roundthan
the actor is allowed. In that case, the "extra"exchange capacity of the connection is irrelevantand
does not provide genuine alternatives. The algorithm is easily modified to take this restrictioninto
account. The simplest procedureconfines connections to the smaller of the total exchanges the partners can make. Then each partner'smth best alternative, necessarily, is exchange with some other
partner.
In the NBranch2 network, A can make two exchanges so A's comparison level to either one of
these exchanges is determinednot by the next best
alternativebut by the second best alternative,which
is 0 because A has no second best alternative.C
a This solutionfor the Line4 networkmakes some
technicallyproblematicclaims. First,the payoff predictions for some pairs of positions are inconsistent
In Line4,accordwith the pool divisioninterpretation.
ing to the Rij values, BI earns 8 points in exchange
with B2 and so too does B2, despite the fact that the
pool size is 24 points. To circumventthis problem,
Cook andYamagishiinvokethe structuralpowerconcept and assume that exchangeearningsare proportional to structuralpower: The Bs are power equals
and are predictedto divide at 12/12. But using those
predictedearningsas the operativeRijvalues violates
the equidependenceprinciple:A's next best alternative to 8 from B is 0, for a dependencescore of 8,
while B's nextbest alternativeto 16 fromA is 12 from
the otherB for a dependencescoreof 4. The algorithm
is easily modifiedto avoidtheseinconsistencies.However,to remainfaithfulto the publishedrecord,we use
the originalunmodifiedalgorithm.
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can make one exchange, so C's comparisonlevel is
the next best alternative, which is also 0. B can
make two exchangesbut has threeopportunitiesand
so has a nonzero second best alternativeto any one
of the three. The equidependencepoint gives B 24
points in any of B's three exchanges-the dependence of A on B and B on A equal 0, as do the
dependence of B on C and C on B. (To be consistent with the sequential structureof the exchange
regime, this prediction requires that B's first exchange be with A. If it were with C, the result is an
isolated dyad whose equidependencepoint is a 12/
12 division.) The NT2 network is solved similarly-B gets 24 points in an exchange with either A
and 16 points in either exchange with C, and C gets
12 points in either exchange with D.
Expected Value Theory
In expected value theory, the dependency of actor i
on actorj, dij,is defined as the joint probabilitythat
i is excluded from an exchange and i does not exchange with j.b The dependencyof i on j affects the
"offer" i makes to j in accord with the following
equation(for a 24-point pool):
t = 24 - 231 d-d

(A-2)

Thus if dij= 0, i offers 1 point to j and claims 23
points, whereasif dii= 1, then i offers 23 points to j
and claims only 1 point. Actorj's offer to i is determined in a similar manner.Furtherassumptionsresolve situationsin which the claims do not sum exactly to the pool size. In particular,(1) if the sum
exceeds the pool size, actors "split-the-difference"
and agree on the average of their two offers (so i
gets one-half of the sum of his or her claim and j9s
offer); (2) if both actorsclaim less thanone-half the
pool size, they agree on a 12/12 division; and, (3) if
the sum is less than the pool size, but one actor
claims more than one-half, they agree on a division
in which that actor gets what he or she claims and
the rest is allocated to the other actor. These assumptionsproduce a wide range of cases in which
a 12/12 division is predicted:All cases in which d
and dji2 .205 and d1j= dji
For the nonunique-exchangenetworks, we generalize the dependencyconcept as follows: dii is the
joint probabilitythat "i fails to complete an allowed
exchange" and, on that occasion, "i fails to exchange with j." The second clause recognizes the
possibility that because multiple exchanges can be
made with the same partnerin a round, i may have
b If actori has only one exchangepartner
j, thenthe
probabilityof the joint event is simply equal to the
probabilitythati is excludedfroman exchange.However, this equalitymay not hold when i has morethan
one exchangepartnerand i can make more than one
exchange.
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exchanged with j on anotheroccasion. The idea is
that i's dependency on j reflects the fact that i is
excluded from completing some potentialexchanges as a result of the failure to complete as many exchanges with j as the connection allows. For all networks, we use the baseline assumptionthatall maximally complete outcomes are equally likely.
The NBranch2networkhas two maximallycomplete outcomes: A exchanges twice with B and C
has no exchange, or B exchanges once with each A
and C. If these outcomes are equally likely, then
dBA = dBC= 0 because B completes all allowed exchanges in both outcomes; dAB = .25 because A
fails to complete one exchange given four opportunities to exchange with B; and dCB= .50 because C
fails to complete one exchange given two opportunities to exchange with B. The NT2 network has
five maximally complete outcomes. Because B and
C always complete their allottedtotals, theirdependency scores are 0. The A positions complete only
40 percent of their potentialexchanges and so have
a dependency on B of .60, while D completes 80
percent of its potential exchanges and so has a dependency on C of .20.

function in which the difference between the maximum payoff and what the actor would receive from
an offer is raised to the power determined by the
probability of being included. Thus, the baseline
model for exchange-resistancetheory assumes that
the resistancesof i andj are given by:
Ri =

(M -Xi )"

M

and

[M - (M - xi)]

(A-4)

wherepi andp1are the probabilitiesof being included for i andj. Equatingthe resistances and simplifying yields an equation that can be solved for x
and which provides the baseline predictionsin Table 2:
ln(M-xi)

-

pj

(A-5)

Pi
ln(xk)
The probabilitiesof being included depend on the
patternof exchange-seeking. This pattern,in turn,
is determinedby the relative GPI scores following
either Markovsky et al.'s (1988) Axiom 2 that "i
seeks exchange with j if and only if i's power is
Exchange-ResistanceTheory
greaterthanj' s or if i' s power relative to j equals or
The baseline predictions of exchange-resistance exceeds that in any of i's other relations"(p. 225)
theory use the concept of "resistance."In the work or the weak power random-seekextension in Markof Heckathorn(1980) and Willer (1981), an actor's ovsky et al. (1993). For example, according to this
resistance to an outcome is a function of the pay- analysis, A's probabilityof being included in Stem,
offs from that outcome, the "best hope" outcome a weak power network,is .60 while B's probability
and the "conflict" outcome. Technically, the con- is 1.00. Therefore,the points that B should earn in
flict outcome is the outcome given by the failure to exchanges with A is that value of x for which
reach agreement. Any outcome that yields payoffs ln(24 -x) = .6x, which is 18.3. Extendingthis methfor both actors that are just as good or better than od to the nonunique-exchangenetworksis a simple
the conflict outcome is in the "contractzone." An matterbecause an actor cannot simultaneously neactor's best hope is the outcome in the contractzone gotiate multiple deals with anotheractor even if he
that yields maximum payoff. In the experimental or she can make more than one exchange per round
task of dividing a pool of M profit points, we as- with that alter. The only new element is that consume (as do all other theories)thatutility is a linear cluding a deal with such an alter may not eliminate
function of points (see Fararoand Skvoretz 1993). that alter from the space of potential partners.
Therefore,the best hope of both i andj is M points,
the conflict payoff is 0 points, and the resistances
of i and j to a division in which i receives xi points REFERENCES
andj receives M-xi points are:
Bienenstock, Elisa J. and Phillip Bonacich. 1992.
R

M-xi
M-0

and R.

M- (M-X)

(A-3)

M-0

Agreement is predictedto occur on the outcome to
which i and j are equally resistant. This is the
"equiresistance principle." In the absence of any
furtherconsiderations,this outcome is an equal division of the pool.
To coordinatewith previous research,we incorporate an additional consideration into the resistance equation and assume that the numeratoris a
function of the probabilitythat an actor is included
in an exchange. In particular,we assume a power
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